1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Neurological soft signs (NSS) have long been considered one of the functional features ([@ref1]; [@ref2]) and endophenotypes ([@ref3]; [@ref4]) of schizophrenia spectrum disorders. However, most of the studies of NSS have been limited to the use of clinical ratings. Instead, recent findings from both structural and functional imaging studies have shown that NSS may be associated with specific brain alterations. Specifically, in individuals with psychosis, more NSS have been associated with smaller volumes of the inferior frontal lobes ([@ref5]), the pre-central gyrus ([@ref6]; [@ref7]), the global cortical sulci ([@ref8]; [@ref9]) as well as the cerebellum ([@ref10]; [@ref5; @ref11a]). In addition, NSS may be responsible for some of the observed clinical manifestations in schizophrenia ([@ref11]; [@ref7]; [@ref12]). A recent meta-analysis of structural and functional imaging findings suggests that NSS are associated with volume reductions of the pre-central gyrus, the cerebellum, the inferior frontal gyrus and the thalamus. Furthermore, the same meta-analysis also suggests that functional imaging studies support an association between NSS and altered neural activation in the inferior frontal gyrus, the bilateral putamen, the cerebellum and the superior temporal gyrus in patients with schizophrenia ([@ref13]). Taken together, these findings support the presence of a dysfunction of neural circuitry that underlies the presence of these minor neurological abnormalities, which are already present at illness onset.

On the other hand, empirical findings have also shown that non-psychotic first-degree relatives of schizophrenia patients exhibit a higher prevalence of NSS compared to healthy controls ([@ref14]; [@ref15]; [@ref16]). A meta-analysis comparing the prevalence of NSS between patients with schizophrenia, non-psychotic first-degree relatives and healthy controls indicated a mean effect size of 0.8 and 0.97 for patients and their non-psychotic first-degree relatives and for non-psychotic first-degree relatives and controls respectively ([@ref18]). These results are consistent with the argument that NSS are familial in nature and segregate with the illness. However, no studies had examined the brain correlates of NSS in healthy relatives of patients with schizophrenia.

Furthermore, all the aforementioned neuroimaging studies in schizophrenia patients used conventional subtraction analysis and did not examine the underlying connectivity between the brain regions identified. Given that some NSS, such as the Fist--Edge--Palm (FEP) task (first described by Luria, see [@ref6]), involve the functional integration or regulation of areas involved in motor sequencing rather than being directly activated, a connectivity approach is more appropriate to identify the specific network involved. Only one study ([@ref19]) adopted a psychophysiological interaction (PPI) ([@ref20]) method to re-analyze their previous findings on the FEP task in healthy volunteers ([@ref25]). This new analysis showed enhanced functional connectivities between the left- and right sensorimotor cortices (SMC) and the right inferior and middle prefrontal cortices during FEP task performance compared to a simple palming task. These findings suggest a regulatory role of the prefrontal cortex on FEP task execution.

In this study, we examined whether prefrontal regions are involved in the integration or regulation of neural activity underlying motor sequencing in patients with first-episode schizophrenia and their non-psychotic first degree relatives (FDR). More specifically, we aimed to identify any frontal regions where coupling in these areas and the sensorimotor cortex (SMC) significantly differed between the complex FEP task and a simple control motor task using PPI analysis. We hypothesized that patients with first-episode schizophrenia and their non-psychotic FDRs would show a reduced dysfunction of the prefrontal cortex and SMC while performing the FEP task.

2. Method {#sec2}
=========

2.1. Participants {#sec2.1}
-----------------

Thirteen right-handed first-episode schizophrenia patients were recruited from the Mental Health Center, Peking University, Beijing, for the study. Participants were recruited to the study if they met the following inclusion criteria: a) diagnosis of schizophrenia ascertained by experienced psychiatrists according to the DSM-IV ([@ref22]); b) aged 18--40 years; and c) illness duration within 2 years. The exclusion criteria were: a) a history of neurological disorders; b) a lifetime history of substance abuse and c) an estimated IQ lower than 70. Current symptom severity was assessed with the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale ([@ref23]).

Fourteen non-psychotic FDRs of the patients taking part in the study were also invited to participate. Potential participants were excluded if they a) met the DSM-IV criteria for substance abuse; b) were suffering from any clinically unstable medical disorder; c) had a history of head injury (past or present); and d) had an estimated IQ lower than 70.

Fourteen healthy controls matched with the patients in age, gender and handedness were recruited from local universities through advertisements. The exclusion criteria were the same as those for the FDRs. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants after explanation of the study procedures. The Institutional Review Board of the Institute of Psychology, the Chinese Academy of Sciences, approved the study protocol. Their demographic information is shown in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}.

2.2. NSS measures {#sec2.2}
-----------------

Behavioral neurological soft signs were examined with the abridged version of the Cambridge Neurological Inventory (CNI) ([@ref24]). This abridged version offers instructions for eliciting and rating a comprehensive range of NSS in motor coordination, sensory integration and disinhibition. Scoring was done according to standardized anchor points to indicate "normal" response (0) and "abnormal" response (1).

2.3. NSS task and procedure {#sec2.3}
---------------------------

The FEP task has been described elsewhere ([@ref25]; [@ref19]) (for the earliest description, please see [@ref26]; in [@ref6]). In brief, the task consisted of three right-hand motor tasks which varied in complexity. In the simple palm tapping (PT) task, participants were required to repeat only one right palm tapping in the prone position. In the intermediate complex pronation/supination (PS) task, participants were required to perform right palm tapping in the prone and supine positions alternatively. In the complex FEP task, participants were required to successivley place their right hand in a fist resting position vertically (fist), a palm resting position vertically (edge), and a palm resting position horizontally (palm). A resting condition (A) without any hand movement when participants were asked to focus on the screen was used as the control baseline of the PT task, and the PT task was in turn used as the control baseline of the PS and FEP tasks. Participants were asked to practice the motor actions correctly at a constant rate before entering the scanner. During scanning, their performance was monitored by the experimenter through the window of the scanner room. In the formal imaging task, participants were instructed to perform the three tasks at a similar pace throughout the entire experiment. PT and PS tasks were executed in 1 s and the FEP task was executed in 1.5 s. The experimenter monitored the task performance outside the scanner room to ensure that the participants performed the correct hand movements.

This study utilized a block design. First, a resting condition lasted for 20 s and then 6 s of counting backward reminded the participants to get ready for their hand movement. After backward counting, the PT or PS or FEP task lasted for 40 s. One of these three hand movements would be presented on the screen. Participants were required to conduct the hand movements according to the demonstration on the screen. Each hand movement task would be conducted twice in each run. There were a total of three runs. The sequence of the three hand movement tasks was optimized and counterbalanced within the three runs.

2.4. Imaging data acquisition {#sec2.4}
-----------------------------

The functional imaging data was originally acquired in a GE 3 T Sigma scanner (General Electric, Waukesha, WI, USA) with a standard GE birdcage-type RF coil using a standard T2\*-weighted EPI sequence. The EPI parameters were: TR = 2 s TE = 60 ms, FOV = 24 × 24 cm, Matrix = 64 × 64, flip angle = 60°, 22 axial slices (5 mm thick/1.2 mm sp, from superior to inferior). The spatial resolution for the functional images was 3.75 × 3.75 × 6.2 mm. High-resolution anatomical images were also obtained using the standard T1-weighted sequence (66 axial slices, 2.0 mm thick/interleaved, FOV = 24 × 24 cm, Matrix = 256 × 256).

2.5. Conventional analysis of fMRI data {#sec2.5}
---------------------------------------

Images were analyzed with statistical parametric mapping software (SPM8, Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK) implemented in Matlab 2009b (Mathworks Inc., Sherborn, MA, USA). Three dummy scans in the beginning of the experiment were removed automatically from the dataset. Pre-processing included motion correction (re-alignment). Images were registered to the first ICBM 152, which was based on 152 brains and was created by the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) with a 2 × 2 × 2 mm resolution. In the final step of pre-processing, the images were spatially smoothed by an isotropic Gaussian Kernel with FWHM of 8 mm. Conventional analyses were first conducted at the individual-level using voxel-wise general linear modeling (GLM) and four T-contrasts were defined between the tasks and the corresponding baselines, i.e., PT vs. rest, PS vs. rest, FEP vs. rest and FEP vs. PT. Group-level random effect analyses were then conducted using one-way ANOVA. Data from the contrasts of the first level model in the healthy control group, the schizophrenia group and the FDR group were entered into this model. A threshold of AlphaSim corrected p \< 0.01 and cluster size larger than 15 voxels were used to identify the activations associated with each contrast. Furthermore, we used a regression model to find the regions with group difference. We set up an F contrast to find the regions with main effect of group difference. Signal change percentage was retrieved from the ROIs with group difference for post-hoc analysis.

2.6. PPI analysis {#sec2.6}
-----------------

PPI analysis was used to estimate functional integration during task execution under different motor complexity conditions. The left SMC was determined a-priori as the reference region for the PPI analysis because the motor tasks in the present study were only completed with the right hand. This region was defined by using a sphere with a radius of 8 mm and a center at the peak activation in the left SMC activation (MNI coordinates = \[−36 −28 52\], from the conventional analysis of the contrast of PT vs. rest). We performed voxel-wise PPI analysis at individual-level for the left SMC to see if any other brain areas connected to the SMC showed a significant increase in functional coupling (the slope of regression) during the FEP task compared with a control task (e.g., the PT or PS task). For each participant, the activation time course signal in the reference region (i.e., the first eigenvariate time series, adjusted by effect of interest) was extracted from the conventional GLM and entered into the PPI analysis as the first regressor representing the physiological variable. A second regressor representing the motor tasks with different complexity was entered into the PPI analysis as the psychological variable. The psychophysiological interaction between task complexity and activation signal in the reference region was designated as the regressor of interest in the PPI analysis. Thereafter we performed group-level random effect analysis on the individual results using one sample t-tests for the contrast FEP vs. PT. Group-level paired t-tests were conducted for the contrast FEP vs. PS. Areas of significant activation were identified at a threshold of uncorrected p \< 0.001 and cluster size larger than 15 voxels.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. Behavioral performance {#sec3.1}
---------------------------

The CNI total scores and the three subscale scores are summarized in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}. There was no significant difference between patients with schizophrenia, their FDRs and healthy controls in the three subscales and total score of CNI.

3.2. Conventional analysis {#sec3.2}
--------------------------

Conventional activation of the PT, PS and FEP tasks in the three groups, after co-varying for age, is shown in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}. The left frontal parietal region was significantly activated when participants performed the PT, PS and FEP tasks with their right hand. Moreover, in the PT--rest contrast, activation in the left frontal parietal region, together with the left medial frontal region, were lowest in patients with schizophrenia, intermediate in the FDRs and highest in healthy controls (SCZ \< REL \< HC). We further used a regression model and conducted a post-hoc analysis to identify the regions that were different across groups both linearly and non-linearly. In the PT--rest contrast, we confirmed that the left frontal precentral gyrus (−30 −34 64, k = 100, F(2,37) = 20.23) was linearly activated in all three groups (SCZ \< REL \< HC). The left medial frontal region (HC = Rel \> SCZ, −8 −18 64, k = 136, F(2,37) = 15.59) and the left middle temporal gyrus (HC \> SCZ = Rel, −48 −68 10, k = 124, F(2,37) = 11.7) were non-linearly activated in all three groups. [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the signal change percentage in these three ROIs in the three groups.

The activations associated with task complexity were examined in the FEP--PS and the FEP--PT contrasts. In the FEP--PT contrast, the bilateral middle frontal regions were activated in the healthy control group. The left middle frontal region was activated in the FDR group, but there was no frontal region activation in first episode schizophrenia patients. [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the frontal activation in both healthy controls and FDRs. In the FEP--PS contrast, the left middle frontal region was also activated in the FDR group, but not in the healthy control group or the schizophrenia group.

3.3. PPI analysis {#sec3.3}
-----------------

The PPI analysis identified right frontal regions in which the activity showed significant activation coupling to activity in the left SMC during performance of the more complex FEP task relative to the simple PT or PS tasks in the healthy control group, but not in the schizophrenia group. The results are shown in [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

In this study, we report for the first time the neural activation and connectivity elicited by execution of the FEP task in patients with first episode schizophrenia and their healthy first degree relatives. Our main finding is that patients with first episode schizophrenia do not show, in comparison with healthy controls and their FDRs, activation of the left middle frontal gyrus in the execution of the FEP versus a simpler motor task like the PT. This provides evidence of a frontal dysfunction in these patients when performing a complex motor task. The right inferior frontal gyrus was found to modulate the activation of the sensorimotor cortex with the increase in motor complexity in healthy controls. A frontal dysfunction was also demonstrated by our second main finding, suggesting that with increase in task difficulty, patients with first episode schizophrenia do not show functional connectivity between the sensorimotor cortex and the right frontal gyrus, in contrast to healthy controls.

The presence of a prefrontal dysfunction in schizophrenia is supported by extensive evidence from both structural and functional neuroimaging studies. Prefrontal areas have been consistently reported as reduced in volume in patients with schizophrenia ([@ref38]; [@ref8]). Furthermore, fMRI studies have shown altered activation of frontal areas during executive and working memory tasks, particularly with increasing capacity demand ([@ref28]; [@ref29]; [@ref30]). At a functional level, patients with schizophrenia also show an excess of signs reflecting frontal release, such as abnormalities in eye movements and short-term memory deficits, which again point to a frontal cortical alteration ([@ref31]). In this study, we tested the activation of frontal areas during a complex motor task, the FEP task, which has long been considered in neurological and neurocognitive studies as indicative of frontal lobe lesions ([@ref26]). Two previous fMRI studies have reported that in healthy individuals, the execution of this task did not induce activation of prefrontal areas, but induced activation of other parts of the cortex, including the sensorimotor areas ([@ref25]; [@ref32]). A subsequent study, using the same PPI approach that we used in this study, showed that this finding could reflect an indirect involvement of the prefrontal cortex, which could exert an integrative and regulatory function on neural circuitry involved in complex motor sequences. We found here that in healthy individuals, the execution of the FEP task, compared to a simpler motor act, was indeed associated with both direct activation of the prefrontal cortex, and greater coupling of prefrontal areas and sensorimotor cortex. However, this was not the case in patients with schizophrenia. Interestingly, a recent meta-analysis of the brain connectome suggests that the frontal lobe represents a hub (a region highly interconnected with other brain regions and valuable for integrative information processing and adaptive behavior) particularly affected in patients with schizophrenia ([@ref33]). There is a paucity of studies on brain activation during complex motor tasks in these patients. However, neuroimaging studies that examined gross motor coordination signs such as finger-to-thumb operation tests in these patients have reported reduced activation in the SMC and the supplementary motor area (SMA) in comparison to healthy controls ([@ref34]). A later similar study used pronation/supination tests and found significant reduced activation in the SMC in patients with schizophrenia compared to healthy controls ([@ref12]). The lack of activation we found with a task like the FEP, which requires fine motor coordination and requires executive processes like inhibition, planning and updating, could be interpreted as part of the hypofrontality hypothesis of schizophrenia reflecting a reduced function of the prefrontal cortex ([@ref29]).

It is interesting that we found a dose--response relationship of the left frontal parietal activation across patients, their FDRs and healthy controls. Here, in the PT vs. rest contrast, activation was lowest in the schizophrenia group, intermediate in the FDR group and highest in the healthy control group. Although these differences were highlighted with a motor sequence less complex than the FEP, the finding suggests that at least part of the pathophysiological substrate that underlies motor difficulties in psychosis may be linked to a genetic susceptibility to schizophrenia. Indeed, deficits in motor skills have been reported extensively in individuals at risk of schizophrenia because of either genetic loading or prodromal features ([@ref35]; [@ref36]).

There are some limitations in this study that should be considered. First, the clinical sample size was relatively small. However, the merit of the present sample is that it included both first-episode schizophrenia patients and their non-psychotic siblings. Secondly, the use of PPI analysis may not fully detect the connectivity changes related to the performance of the FEP task. However, PPI is an appropriate method to test the relationship between two simple mental activities ([@ref20]). Other more sophisticated approaches, such as dynamic casual modeling, may help identify further subtle connectivity changes in the performance of the FEP task. Thirdly, the use of the screen to synchronize the motor actions might induce the activation of mirror neurons. However, the contrasts between any two of the three motor actions (FEP, PT, and PS) should minimize this effect by subtraction methods. Finally, we should also consider the validity of our task, since previous subtraction analyses of the FEP task did not elicit activation of the frontal cortex. However, the fact that the left frontal parietal region was significantly activated when participants performed the PT, PS and FEP tasks with their right hand suggests that this hand movement imaging task was valid.

Notwithstanding these limitations, our findings suggest that the FEP task may be a useful endophenotype of schizophrenia, as it fulfills the criteria of being familial and shows a dose--response relationship with genetic susceptibility to schizophrenia. Previous study had demonstrated that patients with schizophrenia showed aberrant brain activation in the premotor area after a week of motor training ([@ref37]). Given this temporal stability of NSS, the fact that this is an imaging endophenotype rather than a simple behavioral rating arguably enhances its precision. This task is also simpler to carry out when compared to a full NSS scale.

We believe that our findings add valuable information to the understanding of the origin and underlying neural mechanism of motor coordination signs. Future studies should recruit a larger sample of first-episode, preferably medication-naïve schizophrenia patients for further validation of our findings.
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![Signal change percentage of three ROIs in the three groups. Note: HC: healthy control, SCZ: schizophrenia, Rel: relative; LFG: left frontal precentral gyrus, LMTG: left middle temporal gyrus and LMFG: left medial frontal gyrus; \*\*\*p \< 0.001, \*\*p \< 0.01 and \*p \< 0.05; error bar: standard deviation.](gr1){#f0005}

![Brain activation of the three groups in the FEP vs. PT contrast. Both healthy controls and first-degree relatives of patients with schizophrenia activated the left middle frontal gyrus but patients with schizophrenia did not. Note: HC: healthy control, SCZ: patients with first episode schizophrenia and Rel: first-degree relatives.](gr2){#f0010}

![Functional connectivity results in the FEP vs. PT contrast. In healthy controls rather than patients with schizophrenia, the right inferior frontal gyrus was found to modulate the activation of the left SMC with increase in task complexity. Note: HC: healthy control, SCZ: patients with first episode schizophrenia, IFC: inferior frontal cortex and PC: parietal cortex.](gr3){#f0015}

###### 

Demographic and clinical information.

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                SCZ\             Relatives (n = 14)   Controls (n = 14)
                                (n = 13)                              
  ----------------------------- ---------------- -------------------- -------------------
  Age                           20.08 ± 3.38     44.43 ± 7.68         21.71 ± 3.81

  Gender (M:F)                  5:8              6:8                  8:6

  Education                     12.23 ± 2.20     9.54 ± 4.41          13.43 ± 1.50

  IQ estimates                  107.54 ± 14.04   91.86 ± 22.81        118.07 ± 15.38

  Handedness (%right)           100%             100%                 100%

  Duration of illness (years)   1.67 ± 0.81                           

  CPZ (mg/day)                  170.00 ± 97.75                        

  PANSS                                                               

   Positive symptoms            16.10 ± 5.13                          

   Negative symptoms            20.70 ± 4.64                          

   General psychopathology      31.20 ± 6.16                          
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

Descriptive CNI performances of the patients with schizophrenia, non-psychotic first-degree relatives and healthy controls.

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  CNI scores            SCZ\            Relatives\    Controls\     F value
                        (n = 13)\       (n = 14)\     (n = 14)\     
                        Mean (SD)       Mean (SD)     Mean (SD)     
  --------------------- --------------- ------------- ------------- -------------
  Motor coordination    1\. 96 (2.02)   1.29 (1.68)   1.14 (1.17)   0.399, n.s.

  Sensory integration   1.08 (1.44)     1.71 (1.20)   1.57 (1.40)   0.820, n.s.

  Disinhibition         1.62 (1.76)     1.07 (1.44)   0.64 (0.84)   1.658, n.s.

  Total score           4.38 (3.91)     4.07 (3.50)   3.36 (2.41)   0.344, n.s.
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

Activation results in conventional analysis (AlphaSim corrected: p \< 0.01, controlling for age).

  Condition          Group   k             T                               MNI (x, y, z)                   Brain region
  ------------------ ------- ------------- ------------------------------- ------------------------------- -------------------------------
  PT--rest           HC      1387          10.45                           −32 −32 64                      Left frontal precentral gyrus
  207                7.08    52 −66 −2     Right inferior temporal gyrus                                   
  1095               6.44    −48 −26 18    Left insula                                                     
  790                6.18    −8 −14 64     Left medial frontal gyrus                                       
  444                4.97    −48 −68 8     Left middle temporal gyrus                                      
  104                4.56    58 −32 20     Right postcentral gyrus                                         
  SCZ                228     4.45          −36 −28 50                      Left frontal precentral gyrus   
  Rel                818     6.83          −32 −24 56                      Left frontal precentral gyrus   
  170                4.43    4 −64 −20     Right declive                                                   
  HC \> Rel \> SCZ   156     5.74          −30 −34 64                      Left frontal precentral gyrus   
  232                5.13    −6 −16 64     Left medial frontal gyrus                                       
  525                4.49    −60 −26 12    Left superior temporal gyrus                                    
  514                4.47    −48 −68 8     Left middle temporal gyrus                                      
  261                4.14    −16 58 22     Left superior frontal gyrus                                     
  PS--rest           HC      3641          11.25                           −32 −32 62                      Left frontal precentral gyrus
  355                4.79    52 −64 −4     Right middle temporal gyrus                                     
  121                4.63    58 −32 20     Right postcentral gyrus                                         
  259                4.19    −50 −26 16    Left postcentral gyrus                                          
  SCZ                1276    6.67          −34 −32 62                      Left frontal precentral gyrus   
  114                4.23    −10 −12 64    Left medial frontal gyrus                                       
  Rel                380     5.77          −34 −26 58                      Left frontal precentral gyrus   
  HC \> Rel \> SCZ   None                                                                                  
  FEP--rest          HC      2230          9.45                            −34 −32 64                      Left frontal precentral gyrus
  656                6.29    −6 −8 56      Left medial frontal gyrus                                       
  497                5.96    60 --32 24    Right inferior parietal gyrus                                   
  542                5.74    52 --64 −4    Right middle temporal gyrus                                     
  122                4.51    36 --60 56    Right superior parietal gyrus                                   
  130                3.98    −48 −74 −2    Left inferior occipital gyrus                                   
  163                3.94    −48 −28 18    Left superior temporal gyrus                                    
  SCZ                857     5.23          −38 −30 58                      Left postcentral gyrus          
  Rel                733     5.94          −34 −24 56                      Left frontal precentral gyrus   
  479                5.3     0 --2 58      Left medial frontal gyrus                                       
  150                4.29    4 --66 −18    Right declive                                                   
  116                3.87    −56 −20 8     Left superior temporal gyrus                                    
  HC \> Rel \> SCZ   216     4.32          −34 −84 0                       Left middle occipital gyrus     
  FEP--PT            HC      302           5.22                            −52 −36 52                      Left postcentral gyrus
  1422               4.97    32 --60 58    Right superior parietal gyrus                                   
  343                4.56    −28 −62 52    Left precuneus gyrus                                            
  160                4.5     24 --14 58    Right middle frontal gyrus                                      
  144                4.47    −26 −14 58    Left middle frontal gyrus                                       
  255                4.16    46 --54 −10   Right temporal gyrus                                            
  SCZ                952     5.81          −28 −62 54                      Left precuneus gyrus            
  149                4.4     30 --58 56    Right superior parietal gyrus                                   
  Rel                364     5.66          −30 −2 54                       Left middle frontal gyrus       
  HC \> Rel \> SCZ   None                                                                                  
  FEP-PS             HC      None                                                                          
  Rel                145     4.52          −30 −84 −14                     Left middle occipital gyrus     
  222                4.33    −30 −2 58     Left middle frontal gyrus                                       
  147                4.03    0 --2 60      Left medial frontal gyrus                                       
  SCZ                None                                                                                  
  HC \> Rel \> SCZ   None                                                                                  

###### 

Regions that showed greater functional connectivity to the left sensorimotor cortex (SMC) during more complex motor tasks comparing with simpler motor tasks (FEP vs. PS; FEP vs. PT; and PS vs. PT).

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Group          Region                         Peak MNI coordinates\   Peak T score   Cluster size
                                                X, Y, Z                                
  -------------- ------------------------------ ----------------------- -------------- --------------
  *FEP vs. PS*                                                                         

  HC             Right inferior frontal gyrus   42 4 26                 3.59           66

  HC \> SCZ      Left occipital lobe            −48 −78 8               4.02           72

                                                                                       

  *FEP vs. PT*                                                                         

  HC             Right frontal lobe             32 −14 58               3.98           438

  SCZ            Left parietal lobe             −42 −28 52              3.27           18
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
